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A BSTRACT
Isochords is a visualization of music that aids in the classification of
musical structure. The Isochords visualization highlights the consonant intervals between notes and common chords in music. It
conveys information about interval quality, chord quality, and the
chord progression synchronously during playback of digital music.
Isochords offers listeners a means to grasp the underlying structure
of music that, without extensive training, would otherwise remain
unobserved or unnoticed. In this paper we present the theory of the
Isochords structure, the visualization, and comments from novice
and experienced users.
CR Categories: H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
multimedia Information Systems—animations, audio input/output;
H.5.5 [Information Interfaces and presentation]: Sound and Music
Computing noting
Keywords: music, visualization, structure, MIDI, chords, modulation
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I NTRODUCTION

Every day millions of users play music on their computers and
portable devices. At present, the ubiquity of music is intimately tied
to electronics - both portable and stationary. Many of these devices
are connected to a screen or monitor, resulting in the proliferation
of artistic visualizations algorithmically derived from the physical
characteristics of sound. Popular players like Apple’s iTunes, Window’s Media Player, and Nullsoft’s Winamp make use of software
like Geiss, G-Force, and Whitecap [1, 2, 4, 5, 6].
Music contains a large amount of underlying structure. Music
theory describes this structure by ascribing characteristics to intervals (the distance between pitches), chords (simultaneous sounding
of multiple pitches) and rhythm (the arrangement of sound and silence). The ideas in music theory are not above the average person;
listeners have been found to have implicit knowledge of music theoretical concepts such as scale structure, harmony, and key distance
[13]. Difficulty can arise in articulating the exact quality, or classification, of these relationships. Most untrained individuals can identify relationships such as higher and lower pitched notes as well as
the concept of distance between notes; without training, few can
accurately perceive and identify specific intervals and chords.
Chords and harmony, a meaningful combination of notes, also
define the sound of a song. By combining specific intervals, a chord
takes on certain qualities such as the bright cheeriness of major
chords, the dark somberness of minor chords, and the tight tenseness of diminished chords [11]. Individuals can sense the evocative
nature of music without comprehending its structure. However, articulating this information can be difficult for the novice. Composers purposefully create emotional experiences when composing
music. Some chords might evoke a feeling of sadness while others

Figure 1: The G major triad on the staff (upper-left) consists of a
G on the bottom, the major third (B) in the middle and the perfect
fifth (D) on the top. The same chord, visualized by Isochords on the
Tonnetz grid (upper-right), where the three tones form a triangle’s
vertices to emphasize their consonance. Isochords can also display
complex voicings over several instruments to visualize a composition’s
harmonic structure over time.

create happy energetic emotions. By augmenting aural input with
visual reinforcement, we hope to allow individuals to more quickly
understand and compare different musical structures.
1.1

Isochords

Isochords is a method for visualizing the chord structure, progression and voicing of musical compositions represented in MIDI [7]
format. Isochords displays musical events on a two-dimensional triangular isometric coordinate grid invented by Euler called Tonnetz,
popular in modern musical analysis [3, 12, 16], to visually approximate the consonance and dissonance of tones roughly by distance.
In this coordinate system, a chord is represented by a collection
of discrete points corresponding to its component pitches (modulo
octave). As do some other Tonnetz-based representations, the Isochords display format connects neighboring points into a simplicial
complex of points, lines and triangles. This organization offers a
visual connotation for simple chords in Western music as “major”
triads connect into an upward arrow whereas “minor” triads yield
a downward arrow. As chords more complicated than triads are
largely composed of major or minor third intervals, they too can be
recognized by the slightly trained eye by visually detecting familiar
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“motif” patterns contained in their display.
The main contribution of the Isochords visualization is its animated display of the usually static Tonnetz simplicial complex over
time, with a goal of making the quality of these chords and intervals
more salient to the viewer. When animated, a chord’s simplicial
complex will often share elements with those of chords preceding
or following it. As chords work their way through a composition,
the tension, resolution, continuity, disparity and voicing details are
represented in this animated display. We offer Isochords as an ear
training aid for music theory students, to help conceptualize the relation between chords in progression and modulation.
1.2

Overview

Section 2 reviews previous approaches to visualizing various structural elements in music. Section 3 provides a brief tutorial of the
music theory that Isochords is built upon. Section 4 describes the
Isochords contribution, specifically its connection of positions on
the Tonnetz grid into a simplicial complex, the animation of this
complex, and the depiction of the octave and dynamics of specific
notes. Section 5 documents some of the feedback we have received
from users of the system. Section 6 concludes with a brief summary
and ideas for further research.
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P REVIOUS W ORK

As a wave, an oscilloscope can be used to visualize the physical
properties of sound. The wave’s amplitude, shape, and frequency
become apparent, but the visualization does little to demonstrate
the presence of chords and intervals. Only the simplest waveforms
are easy to classify. A spectrogram of the sound signal presents
extensive frequency information about a piece of music. However,
it does not lend to easy visual recognition of chord quality (Figure
2). Both the oscilloscope and the spectrogram are used as a part of
many popular music visualizations and tools [1, 4].
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Figure 3: Here we see five of the most common accidentals found
in musical notation. Each note corresponds to a different pitch, but
they share the same position of the music staff.

one axis and major thirds the other. The similarity of note placement between Harmony Space and Isochords can be described by
an affine transformation of the grids. Additionally, Isochords highlights the chords, triads, and consonance more explicitly while Harmony Space leaves it to the viewer to discover these relationships
by examining only the notes. Most importantly, Harmony Space
focuses on exploring note relations whereas Isochords focuses on
making a live visualization of prerecorded music.
Stephen Malinowski created a hybrid of the spectrogram and
sheet music visualizations called the Music Animation Machine
[15]. In this case, each frequency of a spectrogram corresponds
directly to a note’s pitch. Similar visualizations can be found in
music composition software. In Shape of Song, Martin Wattenberg
highlighted the repetition of structure in music pieces [21]. By preprocessing a MIDI file, Shape of Song analyzes the notes played
and looks for recurring sequences of notes. The visualization of
this structure incorporates arcs to show the distance between the
repeated sequences. One can see overall structure known as forms
and variations [18], in which music is composed of multiple repeating themes. Wattenberg’s work is not limited to music itself and
can be used to show repetition in any string of any atomic set of
symbols, such as DNA.
ImproViz is a framework to visualize jazz improvisational solos
[20]. Jazz improvisation is guided by chord progressions marked
above the corresponding measures in the sheet music. With practice
and experience, a soloist learns when it’s necessary to stay within
the chords and when it’s appropriate to deviate from them. ImproViz was designed to quickly facilitate this practice and aid developing soloists in monitoring their improvisation solos.
Triangular grid structures already exists in musical instruments.
Accordions utilize the Stradella system for the left hand keyboard.
The top two rows correspond to individual members of triads
whereas the bottom four rows make up full chords that can be freely
manipulated.
3

BACKGROUND

Figure 2: The spectrogram (top) and Apple’s GarageBand visual
(bottom) of J. S. Bach’s Warum sollt ich mich denn grämen. To
compare to the Isochords visualization, examine Figure 10.

Isochords makes use of musical structure as a part of the visualization. In order to understand the layout, we first describe the underlying musical theory it incorporates.

The most well known visualization of the structure inherent in
music is common practice notation. This musical notation, seen in
sheet music and taught to beginning music students, has been used
in a recognizable form for roughly one thousand years [19]. This
notation roughly visualizes pitch on a vertical axis and duration on
a horizontal axis, though the interpretation of a chord in sheet music often requires significant symbolic dereferencing and cognitive
processing. For example, more than five different notes can share
the same line as accidentals can range from double flat to double
sharp (Figure 3).
A visualization of structure, Harmony Space utilizes Balzano’s
theories of music to represent chords and harmony [10]. Their goal
was to aid the beginner in understanding the concepts of notes,
chords, chord progression, key areas, and modulations by allowing
for the exploration and manipulation of nodes on the grid. Notes
were arranged in a rectangular grid such that perfect fifths define

3.1

Circle of Fifths

In music, each note, or pitch, is related to other notes.
Grouping across octaves, it is common to define tone
classes by the note names to include all occurrences of that
note, yielding Western music’s twelve well-tempered tones
C,C]/D[, D, D]/E[, E, F, F]/G[, G, G]/A[, A, A]/B[, B. Relationships such as major scales, minor scales, chords, and intervals are
all subsets of these twelve tone classes.
One structure that is used to demonstrate these relations is the
circle of fifths (Figure 4). It is a reference for determining subsets
of notes with equivalent interval qualities such as key signatures,
finding relative keys, and showing chord progressions. The circle
depicts a cyclic group of tone classes. It is defined using the perfect fifth as a generating element and a form of modular arithmetic.
(The perfect fourth defines the reverse of that order.) Proceeding in

this manner will touch every class of tones from A to G]. A permutation of the major and minor scale tones appear consecutively
in subsequences of this ordering.
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notes complete a major triad (Figure 5). The grid need not be extended to infinity as a combination of tone classes and repetitive
structure ensures a similar visualization multiple times on the grid.
The inherent structure is in fact a torus. We considered using a
toroid representation; it was not pursued as it causes occlusions and
unnecessary confusion without much additional benefit.
3.3

Intervals and Chords

As Fig. 4 shows, the structure of the Tonnetz grid encodes all the
consonant intervals at a distance of one edge, whereas dissonant
intervals are placed a distance of two edges away. These dissonant
configurations are shown with consonant ones in the cycle of IsoFifths diagram in Figure 6.
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3.2

The Tonnetz Grid

The display structure used by Isochords is imposed by the Tonnetz
coordinate system. These coordinates use the interval structure of
the circle of fifths to draw consonant intervals together while distancing dissonant ones. Choosing any tone class as a starting point,
we see the most consonant intervals adjacent to it and the dissonant
tritone, furthest from the root [11]. This pattern does not progress
around the circle. Other intervals common in chords such as the
major/minor thirds and sixths are highly consonant. These intervals appear at a greater arc length from the root than the dissonant
major second and minor seventh (Figure 4). Isochords’ structure
represents consonant tones in positions closer to the root.

Figure 5: The Tonnetz grid, formed by unrolling the circle of fifths
horizontally, staggered vertically to place the major third and sixth
above and minor thirds and sixths below each tone.

Unrolling the circle, one gets an infinite progression of perfect
fifths. The Tonnetz grid is constructed by placing another circle
of fifths horizontally below the first. The second unrolled circle
is offset, such that two adjacent notes on the second line form an
equilateral triangle with a single note on the first line. These three
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Figure 4: Using C as the base tone class, this circle of fifths (left)
demonstrates the location of consonant (dark) and dissonant (light)
intervals. The Tonnetz grid surrounds each tone with its six consonant intervals (right).

The order imposed by the circle of fifths highlights information
about the key signature. The key of C contains no sharps and no
flats. Modulating the key by a fifth to a G adds a sharp (]) to the
key signature. Proceeding in the reverse direction, modulating the
key by a fourth to an F adds a flat ([) to the key signature.
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Figure 6: Interval spacing in Isochords’ Tonnetz grid between root
and nearest tone. Concentric circles denote the root tone, empty
circles denote goal, and small disks represent intermediate tones.

Chords are often described by the intervals between their composite tones. For example, a major triad consists of three tones
where the first tone is the root, the second tone is a major third interval above the root, and the third tone is a minor third interval
above the second tone. Thus the major-third interval followed by a
minor-third interval of a major triad yield a “caret” symbol in the
Tonnetz grid that Isochords closes into an upward triangle to connote the upbeat feeling of a major chord.
The intervals in a minor triad are a minor third followed by a
major third, yielding a downward “vee” that Isochords closes into a
downward triangle to connote the blue mood of a minor chord. The
other two third-interval permutations are the diminished (minorminor) and augmented (major-major) triads which degenerate into
lines in the Isochords display.
Seventh chords are common in Western music. They were originally, used to bridge transitions between triads, but became the
basic chords in jazz and other forms [14, 17]. As such, they often include a minor amount of dissonance within their structure,
used strategically to build tension in a composition. Seventh chords,
made up of four notes, are in fact two triads sharing a pair of notes.
The structure of these chords is shown in Figure 8. The intervals (in thirds) of a major seventh chord are major-minor-major,
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Table 1: The most common chord progressions in the major and
minor keys are listed below. For each set, the current cord is shown
in the left column while the transition is made to any chord in the
right column.
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Figure 7: Isochords organization of common major and minor chord
structures, demonstrated (blue) in C major and A minor.

which yields a Tonnetz zig-zag that Isochords connects into a triangulated parallelegram. Conversely the intervals (in thirds) of a
minor seventh chord are minor-major-minor, which yields an inverted version of the previous case. The intervals (in thirds) of a
dominant seventh chord are major-minor-minor which Isochords
connects into a triangle with a dangling edge. The inverted version of that chord would be minor-minor-major which forms a halfdiminished (minor-seventh w/flat fifth) chord. A fully diminished
seventh chord consists of only minor-third intervals which degenerates in Isochords to a line (of which there are only four, as illustrated
by the topology of the Tonnetz grid).
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somewhat transparent, sounding multiple octaves simultaneously
produces a brighter set of circles for that tone class (Figure 9).

I SOCHORDS

In addition to the well-structured interval depictions that the Tonnetz grid provides, Isochords enhances this display by highlighting
major and minor triads, animating chord progressions, and indicating modulation in a composition.
4.1

I, i
ii

Display of Chords, Voicing and Dynamics

As chords are made of consonant intervals, we ensured that all the
tones of a chord are placed in similar locations. Triads, the cornerstone of Western chords, are the most easy to recognize. The notes
of a major triad define each upward pointing atomic triangle. The
downward pointing triangle sharing a horizontal edge is the minor
triad with the same root tone. When the three notes sound, Isochords highlights the triad by drawing the corresponding triangle.
Additionally, three adjacent notes along the minor third line represent a diminished triad (Figure 4). These building blocks of music
also form the building triangles of this visualization.
Visually, the tone classes are represented as concentric circles.
The radius of a circle is indicative of the note’s corresponding octave. Lower notes are represented by larger circles, corresponding to large instruments like the tuba, bass or bassoon and the
larger wavelength of sound. Conversely, higher notes are shown
as smaller circles. When a note sounds in the MIDI file, the corresponding circle becomes visible. As each individual circle is

Figure 8: Here we see the structured representation of the seventh
chords. From left to right: Major 7th, Half Diminished, Fully Diminished, Major/Minor 7th, Minor 7th.

Figure 9: Our Isochords visualization demonstrates the relation of
notes via position and size. Position defines the relationship of intervals shown in Figure 6. Size is utilized to indicate the octave of
each note. Larger circles denote lower pitches, much the same way
larger instruments often produce lower pitches. Consonant intervals
are also highlighted by showing connecting lines between sounding
pitches. Idle note classes are indicated with a dot for location and
reference on the grid.

The major and minor triads remain invisible if their corresponding notes are silent. The triad’s triangle becomes visible only when
each of the three corners are activated. Similarly, lines of consonant
intervals appear only when two adjacent circles are activated.
4.2

Animating Chord Progression

The key to the Isochords visualization is its display of musical
structure on the Tonnetz grid over time. Thus place holders for note
classes are shown when they are inactive, to serve as a reference for
observing harmonic transitions on the grid.
Isochords depicts chord progressions with adjacent structure.
Chords generally change to similar chords, or chords that share
notes from the same tone classes. Most chords abandon one consonant interval and proceed to another. As a result, common chord
progressions often lead to adjacent triads. Examining Table 1 we
see the most common chord progressions in major keyed music and
minor keyed music. By comparing this information to the Isochords
depiction in Figure 7 we see that nearly all of these progressions
lead into an adjacent structure.
Given a major key, a song will most often utilize the chords I,
ii, iii, IV, V, vi, vii. These triads form a triangle strip progressing along two adjacent unrolled circles of fifths. Vertical position
changes at the diminished seventh chord. These chord progressions
are especially pronounced when viewing classical music such as
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Figure 10: A popular ii-V7-I progression displayed in C (Dm7-G7CMaj7) as an Isochords sequence. The Isochords animation strives
to train the observer to recognize such resolving transitions.

Figure 2. It demonstrates physical characteristics of a sound wave.
It is useful for analyzing the sound at a detailed level, but it does
not depict chords and intervals in a manner to make them readable. Similarly, importing a MIDI file into a music program such
as Apple’s GarageBand can produce an image that explicitly lists
the notes being played. Isochords visualization of the same music
shows the harmonies much more clearly (Figure 12).
4.5

Isochords functions synchronously with a piece of music rather than
presenting a post-processed visualization. It is based on ephemeral
media, and remains ephemeral though mixed-modal in presentation. Human perception relies heavily on sensing and absorbing
information through the eyes [8]. By providing this visualization
while simultaneously playing the music, the visuals provide reinforcement for the listener. The dual information channels allow the
listener to hear as well as see the source’s underlying structure.
The Isochords visualization is implemented using a combination
of Java and Processing libraries [9]. Using the Java sound libraries,
we both play the midi audio and capture midi events in our custom
midiPlayer. At each redraw, the current state of sound is visualized.
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Bach (Figure 12) and Mozart, but its distinctive sideways slide is
still observable in more contemporary music. Minor keyed music
progresses in much the same manner.
4.3

Isochords Modulation

Modulation refers to changing the tonality and possibly the key signature of a piece of music; when music modulates, it begins to use
a different subset of tone classes or combines the same subset into
different chords. It often accompanies a change in style or theme
in a piece of music. Like chord progression, modulation often occurs between keys that share larger subsets of tone classes. Figure
11 highlights two common modulations; each is performed by proceeding along the circle of fifths, resulting in all chords and structures shifting horizontally in Isochords.

Figure 11: Modulations often switch between keys that share large
subsets of notes. The above image demonstrates two of the most
common modulations, shifting the key by a perfect fifth (grey notes
to orange notes) and shifting the key by a perfect forth (orange notes
to grey notes). The resulting change is a slight horizontal shift as
one note is dropped while another is picked up.

4.4

Comparison

Isochords’ focus on structure allows the viewer and listener to easily determine the quality of a chord. Consider the spectrogram in

Implementation

D ISCUSSION

No formal user studies have been conducted with Isochords, though
we have solicited feedback from roughly 30 people including musicians, computer scientists, professors, and designers. The response
has been positive; most viewers absorb the basics quickly and are
interested in seeing music from multiple genres and works of specific musicians for comparison.
The first feature of music that becomes apparent is the “complexity” of the chord voicings. A chord’s voicing is the collection of
notes played to represent it. Formal arrangements, such as Bach’s
classical example, consist of notes to be performed at each musical
event that imply a chord. The less formal arrangements used in jazz,
rock and other genres consist of a melody and chord sequence, and
rely on the performer to convert these to the actual notes played.
Figure 13 compares a MIDI performance of Coltrane’s complex
jazz standard “Giant Steps” with that of the Beatles’ elegant pop
classic “Here Comes the Sun.” The complex chord structure of
Giant Steps is further complicated by jazz voicings that include
“color” tones (ninths, elevenths, thirteenths, and alterations) while
other chord tones are omitted (commonly the fifth). This yields
stunning and connected structure as chord changes resolve. The
blues-based triad-heavy chord structure of rock is far less complicated, but leaves more room for expression so that the insertion of
something as subtle as a seventh, for example, alerts the listener of
an impending chord change.
Users also mentioned the tendency to further contemplate the
visual elements and patterns. One user stated, “The visual elements
make me think more about the patterns and how they correspond
with a specific section of music.”
Many individuals requested songs they wanted to see visualized.
Most wanted to see how Isochords pictured their requested song
differently from the examples they had already seen. One individual
wanted to look for similarity between songs to verify if Nirvana
always used the same chords.
Musicians that had never heard of the Tonnetz structure were
most interested in what could be derived from the grid. After explaining how to construct the system, they were quick to realize
the utility of the triads and related chords. Upon seeing the animated visualization, they were quick to comment on how the chord
changes “seemed so structured.”

Figure 12: The grand staff (top) shows the first measures of J.S. Bachs chorale, Warum sollt ich mich denn grämen. Visualizing it with Isochords
(below) we see how the sequence is composed predominantly of triads and the progression between triads. For reference, the first image of
each measure has been annotated with the corresponding measure number.

Giant Steps (Coltrane)

Here Comes the Sun (Beatles)

Figure 13: Comparison of jazz bebop with pop rock. The thick jazz voicings of “Giant Steps” cover a wider area of the Tonnetz grid than do
the sparser rock chords of “Here Comes the Sun.” For example, the top image of “Giant Steps” represents the addition of many chord color
tones, whereas the second image of “Here Comes the Sun” represents a major triad with an added second, (which is usually called a ninth, but
this chord does not even include a seventh).
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C ONCLUSION

The Isochords system is a visualization of musical structure. Taking advantage of a Tonnetz grid that emphasizes consonant intervals
and chords, Isochords provides the viewer with a salient image of
harmony as it changes over time. The visual reinforcement provides an additional channel for students to absorb music theoretical concepts such as quality of chords. Moreover, Isochords is a
tool offering graphical vocabulary for novices to quickly and easily
compare different musical compositions.
Aside from using Isochords as a tool to demonstrate and teach
music theoretical concepts, there have been suggestions to extend
Isochords into more interactive domains.
Isochords can aid the composer to better visualize music during
its creation. Both composition and arrangement require the precise
placement of hundreds or thousands of notes. Composers could
select sections of music or instruments (in a large composition) to
ensure notes were placed correctly. By showing discrete composite glimpses of numerous chords throughout a piece, a composer
would have additional visual cues to note discrepancies in chord
structures to provide a reference point when adjusting chords and
instrumentation, etc.
Isochords can provide a visual aid in ascertaining one’s contribution to a group. During improvisation, a player knows how the
chords will progress. The player is left to play whatever he or
she desires. Generally, these choices fit into the chord pattern of
the background music. This type of music requires an awareness
of chords and progression. The Isochords feedback could allow
less experienced improvisational soloists an opportunity to mentally map the chord progression ahead of time and to visually assess his or her cohesion with the group after the performance. By
indicating the base chord structure with one color and highlighting
the soloist’s path through the grid, the individual can “see” his or
her influence on the current sound.
Taking this step a bit further, with explicit audio for multiple
instruments or voices, we could notate the path a single instrument
or voice takes along the grid. It would show how each instrument
or voice combines and interacts to form chords. It would also allow
one to note the path each individual musician follows in the grid
structure.
Direct manipulation would allow individuals the opportunity to
play with musical building blocks. Some viewers have related desire to create music on the Isochords grid rather than just watch
it. Isochords could then become an instrument. Adding input requires a form of mediation to differentiate between octaves. Isochords’ relation between proximity and consonance would allow
one to quickly strike chords and consonant intervals. With direct
input, Isochords allows the individual to compose music based on
a different set of building blocks. Much like the accordion’s keyboard allows the player to access chords and related tones more
fluidly, Isochords provides any user with the groundwork to begin
making cohesive music.
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